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To The Honorable Senate and House of Representatives:

I am submitting today for your consideration the attached
proposed legislation entitled "An Act Relative To Bail or
Personal Recognizance of Convicted Persons Pending Imposition
of Sentence and Appeal". This adt seeks to expand the current
law by requiring judges to give a written explanation in those
cases where they grant bail or personal recognizance to
convicted persons awaiting sentencing or appeal of conviction.

The legislation specifically prohibits the court from
releasing the offender pending sentence or appeal unless a
determination is made that: (1) the offender presents no
substantial risk of fleeing the jurisdiction; (2) the offender
poses no substantial .danger to the community; and (3) the
offender presents no substantial risk of committing further
criminal acts while on bail or personal recongizance. Where a
stay of sentence pending appeal is sought, the court would have
to make the additional finding that the appeal has some
reasonable possibility of success.

The proposed legislation is an extension of the principles
I have pursued in the area of sentencing. As I have stated in
connection with my presumptive sentencing bill, a clear
statement of reasons leads to better decisions by judges and
helps give the public a better understanding of a judge's
order. Where the court determines that bail pending sentence
or appeal is appropriate, the pubdjic should know why

For these reasons I
consideration of this
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Eight.

An Act relative to bail or personal recognizance of convicted
PERSONS PENDING IMPOSITION OF SENTENCE AND APPEAL.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Chapter 279 of the General Laws, as appearing in the 1986
2 Official Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after Section
3 four B the following new section:
4 Section 4C: No person convicted of a crime, either by a verdict
5 of guilty following a trial on the merits or the entry of a plea of
6 guilty or nolo contendere, shall remain at liberty on bail or
7 personal recognizance pending sentencing or stay of execution of
8 sentence pending appeal unless the court shall determine in writing
9 that: (1) no substantial risk exists that the offender will flee the

10 jurisdictionprior to sentencing or revocation of a stay of execution
11 of sentence if he is released; (2) the offender’s release pending
12 sentencing or revocation of a stay of execution of sentence will
13 pose no substantial danger to any other persons or the community;
14 and (3) no substantial risk exists that the offender will engage in
15 further acts of criminality pending sentencing or revocation of a
16 stay of execution of sentence; and further, where a stay of
17 execution of sentence pending appeal is sought, the court shall
18 determine in writing that the appeal presents an issue which is
19 worthy of presentation to an appellate court, one which offers
20 some reasonable possibility of successful decision in the appeal.
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